
PRIMARY FACE TO FACE 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
BUILDING CULTURAL INTELLECT & 
FIRST NATIONS PERSPECTIVES IN 
LITERACY AND NUMERACY

COST: $370 p/p plus GST (minimum no: 20)

This professional learning course provides wonderful 
opportunities for teachers to build upon their own 
cultural understanding and capacity to develop a greater 
awareness of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander history 
and culture to help promote a deeper awareness of 
reconciliation. Teachers will develop 
a deeper understanding of mandatory policies 
(Aboriginal Education Policy), priorities and curriculum 
outcomes and expectations in regard to building a school 
culture that embeds Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
perspectives into curriculum programs across literacy 
and numeracy.

The professional learning will take place face-to-face, 
and this course runs for 5 hours and will be 
broken into three sessions:

Session 1:
BUILDING CULTURAL INTELLECT & RESPONSIVENESS

Session 2:
UNDERSTANDING THE CURRICULUM & 
ABORIGINAL EDUCATION POLICIES

Session 3:
ABORIGINAL EDUCATION PEDAGOGY & DEVELOPING CLASSROOM PRACTICES

For teachers in NSW completing Building teachers’ Cultural Intellect and First Nations perspectives through
Literacy and Numeracy will contribute 5 hours of NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA) Accredited PD
in the priority area of Aboriginal Education and supporting Aboriginal students/children addressing standard
descriptors 1.4.2, 2.4.2, 2.5.2 from the Australian Professional Standards for Teachers towards maintaining
Proficient Teacher Accreditation in NSW.

Participants will receive a
printed PL booklet & a

certificate 
of completion.

Want to find out more or have
a yarn with us: Email us at

admin@tipiac.com

I went from being scared of
doing the wrong thing to

having confidence that I can
start to put in and continue

embedding perspectives
across the curriculum.

Lisa Campbell

Extremely valuable 
and empowering.

Nicole Arathoon

Very impressed. Better
than I had anticipated.

Craig Fraser

The most valuable PD
course that I can
remember doing

Anonymous

The PL was very informative
and engaging. Lots of

resources, ideas, activities
were shared which was great.

We're often told "make sure
you include this pedagogy"
but it's hard to know what

that pedagogy looks like in
the classroom and you
provided us with real
examples we could

implement tomorrow.

Kayla ~ NSW primary teacher

The ideas that were shared. 
The opportunity to go into the
breakout rooms and connect

with other people from the same
state. I have written pages and

pages of notes, which I am
excited about going back to look

at and share with my staff, So
much new information -

8 Ways etc. Also loved the
personal stories - thanks Bonnie

Deb~ South Australian educator




